Robert Bosch GmbH

Cordless hedgecutter

UniversalHedgeCut
18-500
In one sweep to a perfect
hedge

Go to product

Key product features
- Quick-Cut Technology ensures that twigs and branches are cut first time round – for quick and efficient
hedge cutting
- Effortless and ergonomic handling with less strain on arms and shoulders
- Anti-Blocking System ensures continuous cutting performance, where other hedgecutters stop working
- Syneon Chip – Intelligently controlled energy for every project
- Optimal balance and low weight of only 2.5 kg for effortless hedge cutting
- Softgrip on the rear handle, multi-position front handle and transparent handguard for convenient
working in any position
- Sawing function: Special teeth at the front of the blade easily cut branches up to 25 mm in diameter
- Laser-cut, diamond-ground blades for a clean, precise cut
- Blade tip protector for cutting along walls and paths
- One battery for all DIY and garden tools in the 18 volt Power for ALL lithium-ion cordless system

Other product advantages

Comes complete with
- 1 battery pack PBA 18V 2.0Ah W-B
- Charger AL 1815 CV

Part number: 0600849F71
EAN code: 3165140841917

Robert Bosch GmbH

Cordless hedgecutter

UniversalHedgeCut 18-500
Technical data
Battery type: Lithium-ion
Battery voltage: 18 V
Works with battery capacity: 2 Ah
Battery charge time: 90 mins
Max. sqm per battery charge: 160 sqm
Blade length: 500 mm
Tooth opening: 20 mm
No-load stroke rate: 2.600 spm
Weight: 2,5 kg

Noise / vibration information
Measured values determined according to EN 60745
Total vibration values (vector sum of three directions).

Vibration emission value ah: 2.5 m/s²
Uncertainty K: 1.5 m/s²

The A-rated noise level of the power tool is typically as follows: Sound pressure level 71 dB(A); Sound
power level 91 dB(A). Uncertainty K= 1 dB.
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